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Abstract
An indecomposable permutation  on [n] is one such that ([m])= [m] for no m<n. We consider indecomposable permutations
and give a new, inclusive enumerative recurrence for them. This recurrence allows us to generate all indecomposable permutations
of length n in transposition Gray code order, in constant amortized time (CAT). We also present a CAT generation algorithm for
indecomposable permutations which is based on the Johnson–Trotter algorithm for generating all permutations of length n. The
question of whether or not there exists an adjacent transposition Gray code for indecomposable permutations remains open.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A permutation  on the interval [n] is indecomposable if and only if ([m]) = [m] for no m<n. In other words,
if and only if it has no proper preﬁx which is itself a permutation. It is easy to see that there is one indecomposable
permutation of length 1, one such permutation of length 2, and three such permutations of length 3.
Indecomposable permutations (sometimes called irreducible permutations) were introduced by Comtet [1,2], who
enumerated them and discussed them in the more general context of permutations with a given number of components
(see [2, Exercise 6.14]). They have since been investigated in several contexts, mostly combinatorial and algebraic. We
seek to generate them quickly and in a meaningful order.
2. Combinatorial issues
Let the set of indecomposable permutations of length n be denoted In. Comtet demonstrated that |In|, the number
of indecomposable permutations of length n, has the generating function
f (t) = 1 − 1∑∞
n=1 n!tn
(1)
and that limn→∞ |In|/n! = 1; see again [1,2]. We can easily show a loose bound on |In|/n! that will be useful later in
this paper:
Theorem 1. For all n1, |In|/n!1/2.
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Proof. Consider a decomposable permutation  on [n]. Let us reverse  to form a permutation r such that r (i) =
(n + 1 − i) for all i ∈ [n]. It is easy to see that r is not decomposable. Reversing Sn\In (the set of decomposable
permutations) gives an injective mapping into In, hence |Sn\In| |In|. Consequently n! = |Sn|2|In|. 
The well-known recurrence for |In| considers cases of permutations which are not indecomposable. Consider the
number of decomposable permutations  on [n] having i as the smallest integer such that ([i]) = [i]. We can see that
there are |Ii | such preﬁxes and that the other n− i elements can be permuted arbitrarily, therefore there are |Ii |(n− i)!
such sequences. The preﬁx length i lies between 1 and n − 1, and there are n! permutations in total. This yields the
recurrence
|In| = n! −
n−1∑
i=1
|Ii |(n − i)! (2)
This recurrence is simple, but not particularly useful, as it uses exclusion and is therefore unlikely to help us in ﬁnding
a Gray code. We state and prove an inclusive recurrence, which is more useful for our purposes, in Section 4.
Two common goals for combinatorial generation algorithms are ‘CAT-ness’ and Gray code order. A generation
algorithm is CAT (i.e. it runs in constant amortized time) if its running time is O(|A|), where A is the set generated by
the algorithm.A Gray code (i.e. a Gray code ordering) for a set of combinatorial objects is an ordering of the entire set,
without repetition, such that objects that are adjacent in the code satisfy some prescribed closeness condition. For our
purposes, a transposition Gray code of a set of permutations is an ordering in which adjacent permutations differ by
a transposition, or swapping, of two elements (e.g. 12345 and 15342). An adjacent transposition Gray code demands
that adjacent permutations differ by a transposition of adjacent elements (e.g. 12345 and 13245).
3. Generation in J–T order
In this section we review the Johnson–Trotter algorithm and convert it into a generation algorithm for In.
3.1. The J–T algorithm
The Johnson–Trotter (henceforth J–T) algorithm is a CAT generation algorithm for Sn that produces an adjacent
transposition Gray code [4,5,7]. The initial permutation is the identity 123 . . . n. In simple terms, the J–T algorithm is
as follows:
Generate the list of permutations of length n − 1 using the J–T algorithm. From each of these permutations, we
generate n permutations of length n by inserting the symbol n in every possible position: right to left for odd-indexed
permutations of length n − 1, left to right otherwise. For example, from the odd-indexed permutation 123 (this is the
ﬁrst permutation of length 3 and therefore has index 1), we would generate the permutations 1234, 1243, 1423, and
4123. The results of the J–T algorithm are shown for n = 3 and n = 4 in Table 1.
To implement the J–T algorithm, we assign to each symbol a direction. The direction of symbol i, denoted dir[i],
indicates the direction that the symbol should be moved when it is next transposed with a smaller symbol. Initially,
Table 1
Output of the J–T algorithm for n = 3 and n = 4 (read down)
123 1234 3124 2314
132 1243 3142 2341
312 1423 3412 2431
321 4123 4312 4231
231 4132 4321 4213
213 1432 3421 2413
1342 3241 2143
1324 3214 2134
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each symbol’s direction is left (−1). When there are no smaller symbols to the direction dir[i] of i, dir[i] changes from
left (−1) to right (1) or vice versa.
At this point, it is important to note that in the J–T algorithm, the ﬁrst and last permutations differ by a transposition
of the ﬁrst two positions (which hold the symbols 1 and 2). This fact will be useful in Section 4.
3.2. Identifying indecomposable permutations
If we can add data structures to the J–T algorithm that will indicate whether or not the current permutation is inde-
composable, we can generate In efﬁciently; we will run this modiﬁed J–T algorithm and only output those permutations
which are indecomposable. Further, if we can initialize and maintain the extra data structures in constant amortized
time, we can generate In in constant amortized time (because the J–T algorithm is CAT).
It turns out that we can do this with two integer-valued vectors of length n. Given a current permutation  of length
n, let i be the permutation of length i reached by considering only symbols 1 to i. For example, if  = 635142 then
4 =3142. Let p[i] be the position that symbol i holds in the permutation i , and let spp[i] be the length of the smallest
preﬁx of i which is itself a permutation. In the permutation =635142, pwould be [1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1]: 1 comes ﬁrst in the
permutation 1; 2 comes second in the permutation 12; 3 comes ﬁrst in the permutation 312, etc. Again for = 635142,
spp would be [1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6]: The permutation 1 is indecomposable, 1 is a preﬁx of 12, 312 is indecomposable, etc.
Note that a permutation is indecomposable if and only if spp[n] = n. We also have the following relationship between
p and spp:
Lemma 2. Let  be a permutation on [n]. For 1< in,
spp[i] =
{
i if p[i]spp[i − 1],
spp[i − 1] otherwise. (3)
Proof. This follows from the fact that, when inserting i into a permutation on [i − 1], if i comes before the end of the
smallest preﬁx which is itself a permutation, the result will be an indecomposable permutation. If i comes after the end
of this preﬁx, then the existing preﬁx will remain the shortest preﬁx which is itself a permutation. 
Note that whenever m is ‘moved’by the algorithm, the symbol m is transposed with a smaller symbol; see [4]. Hence
no data in p other than p[m] changes when m is moved. This in turn implies that spp[i] can only change for im.
Hence we can maintain p and spp by doing the following when m is moved:
1. Update p[m]. It will be incremented when m is moved to the right, and decremented when m is moved to the left.
2. Sequentially update spp[i] for i = m,m + 1, . . . , n, as dictated by Lemma 2.
We can see that doing this will maintain p and spp properly. Note that p is [1, 2, . . . , n] and spp is [1, 1, . . . , 1] for
the initial permutation, which is the identity.
Once we have moved symbol m and we have our data spp updated, we will output the current permutation if and
only if spp[n] = n, i.e. if and only if the permutation is indecomposable; we have modiﬁed the J–T algorithm such that
it will output exactly In. Since the J–T algorithm is CAT, our modiﬁed algorithm is CAT if and only if the time taken
to initialize and maintain p and spp is O(n!), following from Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Our modiﬁed J–T algorithm for generating In runs in constant amortized time.
Proof. The vectors p and spp can clearly be initialized in O(n!) time. Since p is updated by either incrementing or
decrementing p[m] when m is moved, and m is moved only n! − 1 times over the J–T algorithm’s run, p can also be
maintained in O(n!) time. It sufﬁces to show, then, that spp is maintained in O(n!) time.
When m is moved, n − m + 1 entries of spp are updated, each of which is updated in constant time. Consider how
many times m is moved over the course of the algorithm’s run, for a ﬁxed m. It is moved from one end of a permutation
of length m to the other for each permutation of length m− 1. This results in m being moved a total of (m− 1)(m− 1)!
times, so the number of entry updates in spp resulting from m being moved is (n − m + 1)(m − 1)(m − 1)!, each one
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Table 2
The ﬁrst 26 permutations of length 6 in J–T order (read down). Indecomposable permutations are shown in bold face
123456 162354 125634 152634
123465 126354 126534 152364
123645 123654 162534 152346
126345 123564 612534 512346
162345 123546 615234 512364
612345 125346 165234
612354 125364 156234
being done in constant time. Let W(n) be the sum of this expression over all possible m (i.e. the total number of entry
updates in spp). We will show that W(n)< 2n! for n> 3:
W(3) = 6 = 3!. Let us rearrange the expression for W(n):
W(n) =
n∑
m=1
(m − 1)(n − (m − 1))(m − 1)! (4)
=
n∑
m=2
(m − 1)(n − (m − 1))(m − 1)! (5)
=
n−1∑
k=1
k(n − k)k! (6)
Now assume n> 3. Consider W(n + 1), noting the well-known fact that∑nk=1k · k! = (n + 1)! − 1:
W(n + 1) =
n∑
k=1
k(n + 1 − k)k! (7)
=
n∑
k=1
k(n − k)k! +
n∑
k=1
k · k! (8)
= W(n) +
n∑
k=1
k · k! (9)
2n! + (n + 1)! − 1 (10)
< 2(n + 1)! (11)
So by induction, W(n)< 2n! for n> 3. W(n) represents the time taken to maintain spp over the course of the
algorithm’s run, and is within O(n!). Therefore our algorithm for generating In runs in constant amortized time. 
We have shown that we can modify the J–T algorithm such that it outputs only indecomposable permutations while
still running in O(n!) time. Since |In|n!/2, it is a CAT generation algorithm for In. But although the J–T algorithm
generates Sn in Gray code order, the modiﬁed version does not generate In in Gray code order. Observe Table 2,
which shows the ﬁrst 26 permutations of length 6 in J–T order, with indecomposable permutations in bold face. The
permutations 615234 and 512364, which would be generated consecutively by the modiﬁed J–T algorithm, do not
differ by a single transposition of two elements. Hence we do not yet have a Gray code for In.
4. Generating In in gray code order
In this section, we address the more interesting question of whether or not it is possible to generate In in transposition
Gray code order.
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4.1. Existence of a gray code
We will begin by stating and proving the inclusive recurrence for |In| mentioned in Section 2:
Theorem 4.
|In| =
n∑
r=2
r−2∑
j=0
|In−j−1|j ! (12)
=
n−2∑
j=0
(n − j − 1)|In−j−1|j ! (13)
Proof. Consider an indecomposable permutation on [n] with ﬁrst element r. Remove the ﬁrst element and subtract 1
from any element greater than r. The result is a permutation  on [n− 1]. Now consider the largest j <n− 1 such that
([j ]) = [j ] (let j = 0 if none exists). Remove this preﬁx, which we call (), and subtract j from each element. The
result is (), a permutation on [n− j − 1], and this must be indecomposable since decomposability would imply that
j was chosen incorrectly. So there are |In−j−1| such sufﬁxes, and for it there are j ! possible preﬁxes of length j. Since
the original permutation is indecomposable, 0jr − 2. This yields the ﬁrst identity. The second follows by simple
arithmetic. 
Each permutation in In has values r and j as would be derived in this proof. Let the set of permutations with given
values of r and j be denoted In,r,j , and let In,r =⋃0 j r−2 In,r,j .
At this point we introduce the notion of a Gray graph. Suppose we have a set A of objects and a closeness condition
f : A → A (a reﬂexive relation on the set). The corresponding Gray graph is the graph whose vertex set is A, in which
two vertices v and u are adjacent if and only if f (v, u). In our case, A is In and two permutations are adjacent if and
only if they differ by a transposition of two symbols. Let this graph be denoted Gn, let the subgraph induced by In,r
be denoted Gn,r , and let the subgraph induced by In,r,j be denoted Gn,r,j . Note that for any n, r, and j, Gn,r,j is an
induced subgraph of Gn,r . Let the transposition Gray graph of Sn be denoted Pn.
A Gray code ordering of Gn corresponds to a Hamilton path in the graph, so our goal is to generate such a path.
Lemma 5. For any n, r, and j, Gn,r,jPjGn−j−1, the cartesian product of Pj and Gn−j−1.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4 the functions  : In,r,j → In−j−1 and  : In,r,j → Pj . For a permutation
 ∈ In,r,j , () is the permutation of [j ] found in positions 2 to j +1 of . The permutation () is the indecomposable
permutation reached by imposing an order-preserving mapping of the symbols in the last n − j − 1 positions of  to
the symbols 1 to n − j − 1.
For example, let  be 62137485, for which r = 6 and j = 3. Hence () is simply positions 2 to 4 of , i.e. 213. The
last n − j − 1 positions of  are 7485. Under an order-preserving mapping of these four symbols to [4], this becomes
3142, which is ().
Together, these functions form a graph isomorphism between Gn,r,j and PjGn−j−1. Given  and  in Gn,r,j , their
images in PjGn−j−1 are, respectively, ′ = ((), ()) and ′ = ((), ()). Suppose ′ and ′ are adjacent. We
can see that one of the following is true:
• () = (), while () and () differ by exactly a transposition.
• () = (), while () and () differ by exactly a transposition.
Suppose, then, that ′ and ′ are not adjacent. We can see that neither of the above cases holds. Therefore the two
functions form a graph isomorphism between Gn,r,j and PjGn−j−1. 
As a corollary, we know that for any n, r1, r2, and j, Gn,r1,jGn,r2,j , since graph isomorphism is an equivalence
relation.
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At this point, we will deﬁne the ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ vertices in Gn, Gn,r , and Gn,r,j . We denote them topn and botn
for Gn, topn,r and botn,r for Gn,r , and topn,r,j and botn,r,j for Gn,r,j . We will deﬁne topn,n,j and botn,n,j ﬁrst, then
deﬁne the others from them. Let
topn,n,j =
{
n, 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, 1 if j = 0,
n, 1, 3, 4, . . . , n − 1, 2 if j = 1,
n, 1, 2, . . . , j − 2, j, j − 1, n − 1, j + 1, j + 2, . . . , n − 2 if j2,
botn,n,j =
{
n, 1, 2, . . . , j − 2, j − 1, j, j + 1 if j = n − 2,
n, 1, 2, . . . , j − 2, j − 1, j, n − 1, j + 1, j + 2, . . . , n − 2 if j <n − 2,
For r <n, let topn,r,j and botn,r,j be the vertices that map to the same vertices as do topn,n,j and botn,n,j in the
isomorphismdescribed inLemma5. Let topn=topn,2,0 and let botn=botn,n,n−2.Wemust note the following self-evident
facts at this time:
Fact 1. The difference between botn,n,j and topn,n,j+2 is a transposition of positions j +2 and j +4, which transposes
symbols n − 1 and j + 2.
Fact 2. The difference between topn,n,0 and topn,n,1 is a transposition of positions 2 and n, which transposes symbols
1 and 2.
Fact 3. For j <n − 2, (topn,n,j ) = (botn,n,j ) = topn−j−1.
Fact 4. For j <n − 2, (topn,n,j ) and (botn,n,j ) differ by a transposition of the last two positions.
Fact 5. For 2rn, botn,r,j and botn,r+1,j differ by a transposition of symbols r and r + 1.
Because of the graph isomorphism that we have discussed, Facts 1 and 2 apply for all possible values of r, not just n.
We will now begin towards the main result of this section, proving that there is a Gray code for In.
Lemma 6. Consider some n> 1, and suppose that there is a Hamilton path in Gn,n,j from topn,n,j to botn,n,j for all
j between 0 and n − 2. Then there is a Hamilton path in Gn from topn to botn.
Proof. Suppose there are such Gray codes. Then by isomorphism, there is a top-to-bottom Gray code for In,2,0. We
can traverse it, then make a transposition to reach botn,3,0 (by Fact 5). We can then traverse the previous Gray code in
reverse to reach topn,3,0 and make a transposition to reach topn,3,1 (by Fact 2). Since there is a Gray code for In,n,1,
we can traverse Gn,3,1 in Gray code order, then make a transposition to jump from botn,3,1 to botn,4,1.
Again, we can traverse from botn,4,1 to botn,4,0 by making the transpositions we used to traverse r=3, only in reverse
order. We can then jump from botn,4,0 to topn,4,2 (Fact 1). At this point, we can traverse Gn,4,2 from top to bottom,
since there is a Gray code isomorphic to that for In,n,2.
In this fashion, we can continue jumping between values of r and j in the order shown in Fig. 1 until we have traversed
In completely.
Before we prove the ﬁnal result of the section, we must give an important technical lemma.
Lemma 7. Given any permutation  on [n], there is a Hamilton path for Pn beginning at  whose ﬁnal vertex differs
from  by a transposition of the last two positions.
Proof. Recall the note at the end of Section 3.1, which states that the ﬁrst and last permutations output by the J–T
algorithm differ by a permutation of the ﬁrst two positions. The J–T algorithm is generally initialized with the identity
permutation, in which every symbol has initial direction left (−1). If we instead initialize the J–T algorithm with the
permutation n, n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1, in which every symbol has initial direction right (1), we can see that the result will
be a reﬂection of the standard J–T algorithm, hence the ﬁrst and last permutations will differ by a transposition of the
last two positions.
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Fig. 1. The traversals of G8,r,j graphs, combined to traverse G8. Filled triangles indicate nontrivial traversals of the permutations on [j ]. The short
side of each triangle indicates the bottom of the subgraph, while the opposing vertex indicates the top.
We can also permute the symbols in whatever way we like. If we do this (i.e. set the initial permutation arbitrarily)
without changing the order of positions thatwe transpose, the ﬁrst and last permutationswill still differ by a transposition
of the last two positions, regardless of what the ﬁrst permutation is.
Let us call the algorithm that generates this Gray code (Hamilton path) left-to-right J–T. 
Theorem 8. There is a transposition Gray code for In.
Proof. We will use strong induction to prove the theorem.
BASIS: n = 1. |I1| = 1, so there is a trivial Gray code from top to bottom.
INDUCTION: Assume that for all 0< i <n, there is a Gray code for Ii which runs from topi to boti .
Gn,n,0Gn−1. From Fact 3, (topn,n,0)=(botn,n,0)=topn−1. Hence by isomorphism and the induction hypothesis,
there is a Hamilton path from topn,n,0 to botn,n,0 in Gn,n,0. The case for j =1 is similarly trivial, since P1 is an isolated
vertex. Therefore Gn,n,0Gn−2vGn−2. Again from Fact 3, (topn,n,1)= topn−2 and that (botn,n,1)= botn−2, so
there is a Hamilton path from topn,n,1 to botn,n,1 in Gn,n,1.
We must now address the case where j2, i.e. the top to bottom traversals, using the fact that Gn,r,jPjGn−j−1.
By Lemma 7, we have a transposition Gray code for Pj whose ﬁnal permutation is the same as its initial permutation,
but with the ﬁnal two positions transposed: left-to-right J–T. In order to traverse Gn,n,j , we will traverse Gn−j−1 in
the ﬁnal n − j − 1 positions once for every permutation of length j.
We can simply traverse Gn−j−1 from top to bottom, advance the permutation of length j, traverse Gn−j−1 from
bottom to top, advance the permutation of length j, etc., until every permutation in In,n,j has been exhausted. Because
j ! is even and we are using left-to-right J–T, we will end up at the top of Gn−j−1 and the permutation of length j will
differ from its initial state by a transposition of its last two positions. Hence this ﬁnal vertex is botn,n,j , and we have a
Hamilton path from topn,n,j to botn,n,j .
We have now established the necessary conditions given by Lemma 6, so there is a Gray code for In. 
4.2. Generating the gray code
Here we will show that this Gray code for In can be generated in constant amortized time using a recursive algorithm.
Suppose we want to generate In, i.e. traverse Gn. We must traverse each subgraph Gn,r,j and make transpositions to
‘jump’ between them – the process is shown for n = 6 in Table 3.
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Table 3
The Gray code G5 for indecomposable permutations of length 5. The Gn,r,j subcodes labeled in boldface are traversed bottom to top; the others
are traversed top to bottom
23451
23541
23514
24513
24531
24351
24153
25143
25341
25431
25413
25314
25134
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,2,0
P0G4
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,2
35124
35214
35412
35421
35241
35142
34152
34251
34521
34512
32514
32541
32451
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,3,0
P0G4
31452
31542
31524
⎫⎬
⎭ G5,3,1P1G3
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,3
41523
41532
41352
⎫⎬
⎭ G5,4,1P1G3
42351
42531
42513
43512
43521
43251
43152
45132
45231
45321
45312
45213
45123
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,4,0
P0G4
42153
41253
}
G5,4,2
P2G4
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,4
51243
52143
}
G5,5,2
P2G2
54123
54213
54312
54321
54231
54132
53142
53241
53421
53412
52413
52431
52341
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,5,0
P0G4
51342
51432
51423
⎫⎬
⎭ G5,5,1P1G3
51324
53124
53214
52314
52134
51234
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,5,3
P3G1
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
G5,5
Selecting the order in which we traverse the subgraphs is simple; we will sequentially traverse Gn,2, Gn,3, . . . ,Gn,n.
To traverse Gn,r for r > 2 (Gn,2 is trivially Gn,2,0), we will begin at Gn,r,r−3. We then reduce j by two at a time until
j1. If r is odd, j = 0 and we move to Gn,r,1. Otherwise j = 1 and we move to Gn,r,0. We then increase j by two at a
time until j = r − 2. The next value of j that we want can be computed in this way in constant time. The order is shown
for r8 in Fig. 1. If r is even, we jump from topn,r,j to botn,r,j−2 when j is decreasing and from botn,r,j to topn,r,j+2
when j is increasing. If r is odd, we do the opposite. When jumping between j = 0 and j = 1, we always jump from top
to top. By Facts 1 and 2, we know how to make all of these jumps, and we can do them in constant time each. Observe
that traversing the values of j in this order will result in a Hamilton path through Gn,r from botn,r,r−3 to botn,r,r−2.
By Fact 5, we know that to jump between botn,r,r−2 and botn,r+1,r−2 we need only transpose symbols r and r + 1.
This can be done in constant time, provided that we maintain a vector of each symbol’s position in the permutation 
(i.e. −1). Such a vector can be maintained in constant time per transposition in .
Since in this Gray code each transposition made will represent a new indecomposable permutation, there are |In|−1
transpositions made. So it sufﬁces to show that we can make each transposition in constant time. We have shown this
for jumps between the Gn,r,j subgraphs that compose Gn. We must now show that each Gn,r,j can be traversed in
constant amortized time. Recall that there are |In−j−1|j ! vertices in Gn,r,j , meaning |In−j−1|j ! − 1 transpositions.
Of those transpositions, (|In−j−1| − 1)j ! will come from traversing Gn−j−1 j ! times in the last n − j − 1 positions
of , and the other j ! − 1 will come from the left-to-right J–T. We already know that the J–T algorithm is CAT, so
when we run through Gn,r,j we can initialize left-to-right J–T and make its transpositions, shifted to the appropriate
positions 2 to j + 1 (if j > 1, otherwise there are no J–T transpositions to be made).
The remainder of the algorithm relies on the recursive calls used to traverse Gn−j−1, either from top to bottom
or from bottom to top. Traversing in reverse order is not a problem; we must simply reverse the order in which we
traverse the values of j for a given r, and reverse the order in which we traverse r. If for all i < n, the Gray code for
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Ii can be generated in constant amortized time, we can make these traversals in constant amortized time, and since
the other transpositions can be made in constant amortized time, the entire algorithm will be CAT. Hence CAT-ness
of generating the Gray code for In follows by strong induction by the fact that I1 is vacuously generated in constant
amortized time.
However, this is a very informal argument.To formally prove that the algorithm isCAT,wewill analyze the algorithm’s
computation tree, the structure of recursive calls made by the algorithm. Let us call the algorithm for generating the
Gray code for In Indec(n) (Indec′(n) for generating it in reverse). For generating In,r,j , call them Indec(n, r, j) and
Indec′(n, r, j). For the purposes of further analysis, when we refer to Indec(n) this also refers to Indec′(n); when we
refer to Indec(n, r, j) this also refers to Indec′(n, r, j). The functions, forwards or backwards, are essentially the same.
Each vertex in the computation tree for Indec(n) is a call to Indec(i) or Indec(i, r, j), and the children of a vertex
are the calls made by the vertex over its run.
Let us consider Indec(n), and equivalently Indec′(n). The Gray code consists of generating Gray codes for In,r,j for
all values of r and j and jumping between them. We need to know how many In,r,j subsets there are.
Lemma 9. The set In consists of
(
n
2
)
subsets In,r,j .
Proof. The number of such subsets is
n∑
r=2
r−2∑
j=0
1 =
n∑
r=2
r − 1 =
n−1∑
r=1
r =
(
n
2
)
 (14)
See also Fig. 1 for an illustration of this fact.
Consequently, a call to Indec(n) generates
(
n
2
) − 1 jumps between these subgraphs. These transpositions come
between calls to Indec(n, r, j), or equivalently Indec′(n, r, j).As we showed earlier, each of these jumps between In,r,j
subsets can be done in constant time. Therefore the running time of Indec(n), not including the running time of its
children, is O(n2), while it generates
(
n
2
)− 1 = (n2) transpositions if n> 2, and none if n2.
A call to Indec(n, r, j) generates j ! calls to Indec(n − j − 1) and Indec′(n − j − 1). Between two calls, it makes a
transposition as dictated by left-to-right J–T, so Indec(n, r, j) can be considered to run left-to-right J–T. Therefore it
runs in O(j !) time (not including the running time of its children), and generates j ! − 1 transpositions. If j > 1, then
j ! − 1 = (j !).
So we know that any call to Indec(n) for n3 or Indec(n, r, j) for j2 will take constant time per transposition
generated, not including their children. To prove that Indec(n) runs in constant amortized time including the running
time of its child calls, it now sufﬁces to show that the time taken by calls to Indec(i) for i2 and Indec(i, r ′, j ′) for
j ′1 is within O(n!), by Theorem 1.
Lemma 10. Let WI(n) be the number of calls to Indec(i) and Indec′(i) for i2 resulting from Indec(n). Then
WI(n) = |In|.
Proof. WI(2) = 1. For n> 2,
WI(n) =
n∑
r=2
r−2∑
j=0
WI(n − j − 1)j !. (15)
This is because for a given value of j, Indec(n, r, j) calls Indec(n − j − 1) j ! times. Each of these calls contains
WI(n−j −1) calls to Indec(i) for i2. Recall that this is the same recurrence as in Eq. (12), and sinceWI(1)=1=|I1|,
WI(n) = |In|. 
Lemma 11. Let WP (n) be the number of calls to Indec(n, r, j) and Indec′(n, r, j) for j1 resulting from a call to
Indec(n). WP (n)n!.
Proof. WP (1)= 0 and WP (2)= 0. For n> 2, Indec(n) calls Indec(n, r, 0) n− 1 times, and it calls Indec(n, r, 1) n− 2
times. These are the only such calls that happen in the calls at the top level. Beyond that, we have the familiar recurrence
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for calls to Indec(n, r, j) for j1 by recursive calls. This gives us
WP (n) = 2n − 3 +
n−2∑
j=0
(n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j ! (16)
= 2n − 3 +
n−4∑
j=0
(n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j !, (17)
the second formulation coming from the knowledge that WP (i) = 0 for i < 2. The sequence {WP (n)}∞n=1 begins
0, 0, 3, 14, 72, 443, . . . . We claim that WP (n) |In| for n6, and will prove it by induction.
BASIS: |I6| = 461, WP (6) = 443.
INDUCTION: Let n7. Assume that for all 6 in − 1, WP (i)< |Ii |.
WP (n) = 2n − 3 +
n−7∑
j=0
((n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j !)
+
n−2∑
j=n−6
((n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j !) (18)
2n − 3 +
n−7∑
j=0
((n − j − 1) · |In−j−1| · j !)
+
n−2∑
j=n−6
((n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j !) (19)
= 2n − 3 + |In| −
n−2∑
j=n−6
((n − j − 1) · |In−j−1| · j !)
+
n−2∑
j=n−6
((n − j − 1) · WP (n − j − 1) · j !) (20)
= |In| + (2n + 5(n − 6)! + 4(n − 5)!)
− (3 + 2(n − 3)! + (n − 2)!) (21)
 |In| + 2n − 43(n − 6)! − 60(n − 5)! (22)
 |In| (23)
These steps are reasonably straightforward. (21) recalls Equation 13, and the steps that follow are arithmetical facts
which rely on n being greater than 6. Since |In|n!, the lemma is proved. 
These lemmas bring us to the ﬁnal result.
Theorem 12. Indec(n) generates In in constant amortized time.
Proof. The running time of Indec(n) is equal to the sum of the running times of the vertices in its computation tree.
The vertices that were counted by WI(n) and WP (n) each run in constant time, and there are O(n!) =O(|In|) of them.
All other vertices in the tree run in constant amortized time. Therefore Indec(n) is a CAT algorithm. 
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